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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Wash your pet toy by spot cleaning soiled areas. Toys are also machine  

washable, but do not machine dry.

REMOVE LOOSE THREADS 
Over time this toy will start to show wear. As your pet plays with the toy your  

pet will begin to wear down the different layers of the toy. Remove loose threads 
to avoid ingestion. If your pet reaches the white stuffed core of the toy discard 

immediately. 

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS INDESTRUCTIBLE!
Our pet toys are are “Built to Last”, but keep in mind no toy will last forever. 

This toy is designed as a “play” toy and is not a “bone”. The toy should not be 
ingested. Toys are meant for you and your pet to enjoy together, do not allow 

your pet to play with this toy unsupervised. 

 
LIMITED GUARANTEE: For defects in workmanship. To read the full details of 

our Limited Guarantee, please visit www.vipproducts.com

SQUEAKS,  
FLOATS AND  
WASHABLE!



SUPER TOUGH TOY!
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SUPER TOUGH WOVEN 
MESH MAT 

The 1st layer (Outer) is made from plastic 
coated polyester fibers that are woven 
into a thick mat for durability. The outer 

layer is equally as thick as many multi-
layered durable toys. The 2nd  layer 

(Inner) is polyester to make the toy 
even more durable. Both layers 

are cross-stitched together.

DURABLE WEBBING

Each edge of the DURAFORCE®

toy is covered with industrial grade
webbing to protect the edges and

create strength. The toy is then sewn
again to ensure the toy stays together

in the toughest interactive play.

SQUEAKER SAFETY 
POCKETS

Squeakers are sewn into material 
pockets inside the toy. This additional 
layer of safety can give you the time 
you need to safely remove the toy in 
the event your dog reaches the core 
of the toy.

DURABLE WOVEN FIBER! SQUEAKS, FLOATS AND WASHABLE!

Please read other side for care instructions.

®

ALL NEW MATERIAL    MATERIAUX NEUFS 
CONTENTS: RESINATED   CONTENU: FIBRE RÉSINÉ OUATE  
POLYESTER FIBER BATTING   DE POLYESTER
REG NO: OH 77240 (CN)   NO DE PERMIS OH 77240 (CN) 
REG. NO. 12T-1077606   NO DE PERMIS 12T-1077606
MADE IN CHINA   FABRIQUÉ EN CHINE


